INTRODUCTION
A major discovery of eukaryote genome projects is that unexpectedly large numbers of genes are members of gene families. Gene families comprise 49% of the genes in Caenorhabditis elegans, 41% in Drosophila melanogaster, 38% in Homo sapiens, 65% in Arabidopsis thaliana and 77% in Oryza sativa L. ssp. japonica (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . Variation in the sizes of gene families among closely related species indicates that gene duplication and gene family diversification is an ongoing process (6) (7) (8) .
Duplicate genes arise in several ways including wholegenome duplication (9) (10) (11) and segmental duplication (12, 13) . Segmental duplication events can be further classified into tandem and interspersed (14) . A tandem duplication event can result from either homologous (15) or nonhomologous recombination mechanisms (16) , while interspersed duplication events are mainly caused by the activity of transposable elements (TEs) (17) (18) (19) (20) .
Gene family members can be detected by clustering genes based on their similarity (21, 22) , and new members can be identified through similarity comparison to known members. Many gene family databases have been established, including Pfam (23) , TreeFam (24) and PANTHER (25) , etc. While these gene family databases are useful recourses, they are not updated at the same rapid pace as that of newly generated genomic sequences. Researchers interested in particular gene families often have to perform their own searches to obtain the most current collection of sequences.
The identification of gene family members using sequence similarity searches is often complicated by the detection of homologs from other gene families. Phylogenetic analysis is a powerful tool to identify homologs of interest and to provide additional information about gene function and evolution. To this end, researchers can perform manual searches using publicly available programs such as BLAT (26) , Wise2 (27) , BLAST (28) , FASTA (29) and HMMER (30), followed by sequence alignment and phylogenetic analysis. However, these procedures can be complicated as they often require extensive manual curation, particularly if homologous regions need to be extracted from genomic sequences. While this is a manageable problem for a small gene family, it can be a tedious and time-consuming process when the target gene family is large. More significantly, the quality of the results often suffers.
In addition to the more traditional gene families, TEs can also be viewed as members of 'special' gene families that are able to duplicate themselves by the activity of element-encoded proteins. TEs often constitute the largest component of eukaryotic genomes, and their identification and classification are essential to accurate genome annotation (31, 32) . However, as with large gene families, the very high copy numbers of some TEs make their retrieval from genomic sequence and characterization an extremely difficult task. The increasing pace of genomic sequencing projects demands a computer-assisted pipeline that can rapidly and accurately identify and characterize gene families.
Several automated pipelines have been developed to ease homolog identification and most are limited to protein or expressed sequence tag (EST) databases. For example, PhyloBLAST (33), Pyphy (34), HoSeql (35) , PhyloGena (36) and TRIBE-MCL (37) perform BLASTP searches and retrieve data from protein databases. SimESTs uses TBLASTN to search EST databases (38) . Because these programs only compare proteincoding sequences, they will miss any mutational events that occur within noncoding regions.
TARGeT (Tree Analysis of Related Genes and Transposons) is a program to streamline the process of retrieving, annotating and analyzing both gene families and TE families from a genomic database. The core of the TARGeT pipeline is an algorithm called putative homolog identifier (PHI) that uses a series of steps to predict gene structure using BLAST results. From the predicted gene structure, PHI extracts the amino acid sequences of putative homologs for use in subsequent phylogenetic analysis. We have compared TARGeT with two pipelines, FGF and GFScan, which can also be used to retrieve gene families from genomic databases. Results are presented showing that TARGeT significantly outperforms both programs and adds several layers of functionality not present in existing programs. To make it easier for users, especially nonspecialists, TARGeT was implemented as a user-friendly web-based pipeline (http://target.iplant collaborative.org/). All initial input for TARGeT is organized on a web form and the results are presented in the browser. All results and supporting files are documented and are available for download. TARGeT provides several points where results can be inspected and analyses can be repeated.
METHODS
TARGeT can use either protein or DNA sequence as the query. BLASTN searches are used for DNA queries, while TBLASTN is used for protein queries. The pipeline that uses TBLASTN is the focus of this article because it is more complex and may have wider application. TARGeT uses Muscle (39) to calculate the multiple alignment and TreeBest (24) to generate the phylogenetic tree of the putative homologs with the neighbor-joining method (40) . The other functions of TARGeT are carried out by several Perl scripts developed by the authors.
Rice genomic data were obtained from Genbank (41,42) with accession numbers from NC_008394 to NC_008405. Maize genomic data were downloaded from the Maize Genome Sequencing Project (http://www.maizesequence. org; version: Dec. 2008). Sorghum genomic data were from the Sorghum Bicolor Genome Project (http:// www.jgi.doe.gov; version: 2008 Sorbi1 assembly).
There are five main steps in the TARGeT pipeline with a checkpoint at the end of each: (i) preparation of the query when multiple sequences are to be submitted, (ii) BLAST search (either BLASTN or TBLASTN), (iii) homolog prediction, (iv) multiple alignment and (v) phylogenetic tree estimation (Figure 1 ). Details of each step are presented in the 'Results' section using the ascorbate peroxidase (APx) gene family as an example.
TARGeT can be accessed on a web server, where all data used and generated by TARGeT are entered in a log file. TARGeT output is presented in a single webpage that uses nested tabs to organize the data, images and re-submission forms for each TARGeT run during a session. There is a final tab for each run called Provenance, where the user can view the parameters used by TARGeT in a log file and also download an archive that includes all files and images for offline viewing and analysis. The output includes the XML log file, BLAST results in image and text format, PHI results in image and text format, multiple alignments in FASTA format and the phylogenetic tree in Newick and jpeg formats.
RESULTS

Searching for APx gene family in rice
Rice and Arabidopsis serve as model plant monocot and dicot species, respectively. They diverged from a common ancestor 120-200 million years ago (43) and their genomes are fully sequenced (1, 2, 44) . Thus, they provide excellent opportunities to evaluate the cross-species searching ability of TARGeT. We searched the rice APx gene family using the Arabidopsis APx protein sequence as query and compared the results generated by TARGeT to the published data. The goal of this exercise was to see how well TARGeT would perform at predicting the rice APx family members. We chose APx because it is a small but important gene family that has been well annotated in both Arabidopsis and rice. Based on the literature, there are as many as nine APx family members in Arabidopsis (45) and eight in rice (46) ( Table 1 ). The APx family shares sequence similarity with several other peroxidase families (47) and, as such, is a good dataset to test the ability of TARGeT to discriminate between closely related protein families.
BLAST search. To improve the chances of finding target gene family members, multiple queries can be submitted as long as they are homologs. An optional multiple alignment step is provided for users to select sequences from conserved regions ( Figure 1A ). As an example, for the APx gene family we selected as query the sequences from the well-aligned (boxed) region in Figure 2 .
To aid users in viewing the BLAST result, TARGeT produces an image showing a rough estimation of BLAST high scoring pair (HSP) numbers and conserved regions along the length of each query sequence ( Figures 1B and 3 ). This is helpful for a quick overall view especially when the BLAST output is large. In this way, the user can see the information used by TARGeT and, if necessary, modify the query in a subsequent BLAST search. For example, TAPX, which is one of the Arabidopsis APx genes, is 426 amino acids. Using this full-length sequence as the query, low copy regions can be detected at the beginning and at the end ( Figure 3A ).
Readers should note that the number of HSPs (up to 50) is much larger than the number of known APx genes in the rice genome. This inconsistency is largely due to the existence of other gene families that share sequence similarity The 'missed' rate is calculated by dividing the number of missed amino acid residues that are at the ends of the sequence by the length of the query. The 'error' rate is calculated by dividing the number of the incorrect amino acid assignments by the length of the corresponding region in the previously published rice APx protein sequence.
with the APx gene family. As shown in later steps, true homologs belonging to the APx gene family will be discerned from those of other families. Using the full-length TAPX sequence as the query, only three APx homologs were found in rice (data not shown). However, five APx homologs were found when the sequence from the boxed region (see Figure 2 ) was used as the new query ( Figure 3B ).
Putative homolog identification. Several factors make it difficult to identify reliable homologs from BLAST output and result in a high false positive rate (48) (49) (50) . Lack of explicit treatment of frameshifts and introns is also a disadvantage of TBLASTN (51) . To solve these problems, we developed a program called PHI, which takes into account the e-value (default 0.01) as well as a second parameter called the minimal match percentage (MMP, defaults to 70%) to find reliable homologs. The two main stages in PHI (grouping and refinement) are explained below.
Grouping. Introns or low-similarity regions can break a complete alignment into smaller HSPs. In addition when a frameshift occurs, TBLASTN produces separate HSPs.
To retrieve the intact sequence of each homolog or pseudogene, PHI sorts the HSPs based on position and strand in the genomic sequence. In this step, HSPs that are from the same homolog are grouped together by the sequence position of query and subject ( Figure 4A , top part). Two HSPs are assumed to belong to different groups if they are separated by a distance greater than the minimum intron length (a parameter adjustable by the user, defaults to 8000 nt) or if they are on different strands. When there is more than one way to connect the HSPs (which can happen when there are repetitive domains in the query), PHI uses an overall HSP score to determine the correct order. A match percentage is calculated by dividing the sum length of the matches in each group by the length of the query. If this number is greater than the MMP, (see Figure 2 ) the group is sent to the refinement stage.
HSPs that fail to satisfy the MMP are available to interested users as a record file.
Refinement. After the grouping step, several potential problems often remain in the HSPs of each group. A demonstration figure to illustrate some problems is shown in the lower part of Figure 4A . First, there is an overlap (indicated by a red triangle) between HSP 1 and HSP 2; second, there is an intron (darker area) that has been falsely translated and included in HSP 3; finally, there is a small area in the query (pink region) that has no HSP in the BLAST result, which results in the failure to detect a small exon due to its insignificant e-value. In the refinement stage, the most likely split position is detected within the overlapping region. Introns in the HSPs are removed, and a second round BLAST search is performed to find the missing exons. Several result files will be generated after this step, including the homologous sequences in both DNA and protein FASTA formats.
Resolving the boundary between two overlapping HSPs. In TBLASTN outputs, two successive HSPs often overlap due to coincident similarity beyond the true boundaries, resulting in misalignment between the query and the subject. An example is shown in Figure 4B (boxed regions). In this example, the end of HSP 1 overlaps the beginning of HSP 2 by five amino acids corresponding to amino acids 32-36 of the query (red residues GLDDK), 90212-90216 (red residues GLDMQ) and 90138-90142 (blue residues GVEDK) of the subject. PHI determines the most likely correct boundary by choosing the alignment that has the highest alignment score from all of the possible alignments within the overlapping region. For the example shown in Figure 4B , there are six possible alignments. A score is calculated for each alignment using the BLOSUM62 matrix and any amino acid that aligns to a gap or a stop codon will be penalized 12 points. The third alignment in Figure 4B has the highest score and thus PHI assumes that the true boundary in the subject is between the two aspartic acid residues. After the true boundary is located, additional amino acids will be trimmed off the HSPs (MQ in HSP 1 and GVE in HSP 2). For the rice APx gene family, this step trimmed 21 amino acid residues on average from each homolog.
Identifying small introns. The function of this step is to identify and remove introns that appear as gaps within the HSPs. Any gap in the subject that has a length greater than the minimum intron length parameter (user-adjustable parameter, default 60 nt) is identified as an intron and will be removed resulting in two (smaller) new HSPs ( Figure 4C and D) . For each rice APx homolog, TARGeT identified, on average, 1.3 introns corresponding to 41.9 falsely translated amino acids.
Identifying small exons. Small exons will be missed by BLAST searches when their alignments do not meet the e-value cut-off. Such small exons may be found by increasing the e-value. However, for a large database, simply increasing the e-value could increase the computational burden of TARGeT, and there is no guarantee that all exons will be identified because the suitable e-value is unknown. To improve the prediction of small exons, PHI can perform a second round BLAST search, using a small database containing only the sequences of putative homologs (including the predicted intronic and flanking regions). Because e-value calculation is dependent in part on the size of the database, short alignments to the original query sequence(s) may now be significant ( Figure 4D ). For each rice APx homolog, this second round of BLAST identified, on average, 1.6 additional exons and 33.4 amino acids.
Illustration of PHI output. After the refinement stage, an image is generated that provides a view of the predicted gene structure for each putative homolog ( Figure 1C and Supplementary Figure 1) . Features of this image include the similarity between each putative homolog and its query, the locations of exons, introns, premature stop codons (represented by asterisks in the BLAST output) and frameshifts. Frameshifts are identified by comparing HSPs that are close to each other (less than 5 amino acids by default) and are on the same strand but are in different reading frames. In the demonstration figure, putative pseudogenes may be genes with premature stop codons or frameshifts that are marked with red or blue dots, respectively ( Supplementary Figures 7 and 8) .
Using default parameters, 46 putative rice APx homologs were identified and clustered into two groups based on their gene structures ( Figure 5 and Supplementary  Figure 1 ). There are 11 homologs in the small group, among which, TOAPx_2-8 and TOAPx_10 were found to correspond to known rice APx genes OsAPx1-OsAPx8 (Table 1) . For the remaining 35 putative homologs, comparison of their sequences and gene structures revealed that they are not APx homologs but are instead from other peroxidase gene families (data not shown).
To assess the accuracy of homolog sequences retrieved by TARGeT, we considered two situations (this is not a Figure 3 . TARGeT output provides a rough visualization of the BLAST result. X-axis is the length of the query; Y-axis is the number of BLAST HSPs. The gray gradient shows the similarity which is calculated by dividing the sum of identities and similarities by the number of the aligned amino acids along the HSP. Darker represents higher similarity at that position.
step of TARGeT). One situation might occur at the ends of the query-target alignment where the program failed to identify some amino acids at the end. We refer to this as 'missing' and can occur when the end of homolog sequences are not as well conserved as the sequences within. By comparing the homolog sequence to the query sequence, the numbers of 'missing' amino acids were counted manually. For example, if the query is 100 amino acids and the alignment is from 5 to 97, the missing number of this homolog is 4 + 3 = 7. The 'missed' rate is calculated by dividing the number of missed amino acids by the length of the query (7% in the above example). In contrast, we refer to an 'error' as a situation where the program incorrectly predicts amino acids within a homolog sequence. By comparing the homolog sequence to the previously published rice APx protein sequence, mismatched amino acids were counted manually as the 'error' number of this homolog. The 'error' rate is calculated by dividing the number of incorrect amino acid assignments by the length of the corresponding region in the previously published rice APx protein sequence. The missed and error rates may vary for each predicted homolog sequence because they depend on the level of conservation between the homolog and the query sequences. For the rice APx example above, the average missed rate is 1.11% and the average error rate is 0.49% (Table 1) .
Multiple alignment and tree estimation. If users are satisfied with the putative homologs found by TARGeT, they can either download the sequences in FASTA format or let TARGeT use the data to generate a phylogenetic tree. Users also have the option to employ other tree estimation methods by downloading the alignment and using the software of their choice. The phylogenetic tree and the figure showing the tree are generated by TreeBest. When there are many homologs, names on the figure will be difficult to read because the figure size cannot be varied. To solve this problem, users can download the newick file and draw their own tree using software such as TreeView (52) . We have also provided two more solutions on the server. The first is to use Jalview (53) and the second is to copy the newick format tree file and submit it to PhyloWidget (54), which is a powerful web-based tree viewer.
From the TARGeT-generated tree of APx homologs (shaded region in Figure 6 ), it is clear that the known APx family homologs are separated from the other putative homologs. Consideration of both gene structures ( Figure 5 and Supplementary Figure 1) and positions in the phylogenetic tree ( Figure 6 ) led to the identification of three putative new rice APx genes (TOAPx_1, TOAPx_9 and TOAPx_11) that have high similarity to Arabidopsis APx3 (identities = 80%, positives = 92%), APx6 (identities = 62%, positives = 77%) and APx4 (identities = 71%, positives = 82%), respectively. To provide evidence that these are real genes, these sequences were used as queries against the rice cDNA database in Genbank. Each gene matched several cDNAs (data not shown).
Searching for APx gene family members in maize and sorghum
To further evaluate the cross-species search ability of TARGeT, we searched for APx gene families in maize and sorghum, using the same query that was used to search for rice APx genes. The reasons for choosing maize and sorghum are as follows. First, at the time of the final analysis for this study, the available maize and sorghum sequences were incomplete. Maize is being sequenced using a BAC by BAC approach, while sorghum was sequenced using a whole genome shotgun approach. As such, they are more representative of the available genomic databases than the complete rice sequence.
Second, search results of maize and sorghum can be compared with the rice and Arabidopsis output. Finally, the APx gene families in maize and sorghum have not as yet been characterized.
We identified 11 APx homologs in maize and 9 in sorghum (Supplementary Figures 2-5 ). To get a comprehensive view of the APx family in plants, we produced a phylogenetic tree with MEGA (55) using the published APx data from Arabidopsis and the data predicted by TARGeT for rice, maize and sorghum (Figure 7) . APx gene homologs are clustered into five main clades (labeled A-E) with members from all species. These data suggest that ancient duplications preceded species divergence. The putative new rice APx homologs TOAPx_1, TOAPx_9 and TOAPx_11 are in clades B, D and E, respectively. Except for two maize homologs in clade D, there is only one representative for each species in clades D Figure 7 . An unrooted phylogenetic tree of the APx homologs of rice, maize, sorghum and Arabidopsis. This tree was generated with MEGA version4 using the neighbor-jointing method with pairwise deletion and p distance. Five main clades are labeled from A to E. A main clade is defined as a minimal group of homologs that can be found in all species. The remaining homologs are classified into orphan clades O1-O3. Bootstrap values higher than 70 are shown. and E. This may be due to the effect of gene dosage balance on these two clades (56) (57) (58) . In addition to the main clades, there are several putative orphan clades that are missing genes from one or more species. This may be due to either gene lose or insufficient sequence data.
Searching DNA TE families in rice
TARGeT is a powerful tool for rapid TE identification, characterization and phylogenetic analysis. We have illustrated this by using TARGeT to search for TEs in the rice genome using as query conserved transposase sequences from five DNA TE superfamilies. The queries were constructed from known TE protein sequences that were downloaded from Repbase (59) and additional sequences annotated as part of another study (data not shown). Here, we focus on the TARGeT results for the Tc1/mariner superfamily because it has been well annotated and characterized in rice.
The Tc1/mariner superfamily is widespread in plant and animal genomes (60) . A previous study (60) annotated 34 coding mariner-like elements (MLEs) from two partially sequenced rice genomes (14 from the indica database and 20 from the japonica database). Here, we used TARGeT to search the complete japonica database and, in $1 min, generated a phylogenetic tree that was consistent with that of Feschotte and Wessler (60) . TARGeT successfully retrieved the 20 MLEs reported in the previous study and, in addition, detected 27 new MLEs (Figure 8) .
Evaluating of the speed of TARGeT
Many factors can affect the speed of TARGeT, such as the number and length of the query sequences, the gene/TE family size, the database size and the number of exons. Other issues that affect the run time include the server hardware and current usage. In addition, because TARGeT is entirely web based, upload and download times vary from user to user. For the gene or TE families that were analyzed in this study, we calculated the average time for each search as an average of 10 independent runs. For example, TARGeT took $1.2, 2.5 and 6.8 min to complete the searches of the APx gene family in rice, sorghum and maize, respectively. The search of the rice Tc1/mariner superfamily took $1 min to complete.
Comparison of TARGeT with similar programs
Two other pipelines, GFScan (50) and FGF (61) , can also retrieve and characterize gene families from genomic databases. GFScan searches for gene family members with the representative genomic DNA motif, while FGF performs TBLASTN search followed by GeneWise and phylogenetic analysis. Here, we briefly compare the features and performance of TARGeT with these two pipelines.
TARGeT versus GFScan. The cross-species searching ability of GFScan was previously tested by using a human query sequence to retrieve the carbonic anhydrases (CA) family from the mouse genome (50) . GFScan was able to identify only 5 of the 11 known CA genes along with two putative new CA genes in the available mouse genome sequence. The authors stated that this discrepancy was due to the large difference between the human and mouse motifs. We did a similar search using TARGeT for CA genes in the mouse. Because there is no record of the version of the mouse genomic database used in the GFScan paper, we chose the latest version of the reference data (18 October 2006) from Genbank. A query composed of 14 protein sequences from 14 known human CA genes was constructed. Using default parameters except that the minimal intron length was set to 80 000 nt, TARGeT found 14 out of 16 known CA genes (data in 2008) in mouse, and the remaining two were identified together with a putative new CA homolog after the MMP cut-off was reduced from 0.7 to 0.5.
TARGeT versus FGF. Direct comparison between the results of TARGeT and FGF proved difficult. First, the FGF server is often not available. Second, TARGeT and FGF use different local databases. We ran TARGeT with the queries that were used in the paper describing FGF. Using a peptidylprolyl isomerase Cyp2 gene (AK061894, GI: 115443875) as query to search against the rice database with default parameters, TARGeT found six more putative homologs than FGF (Supplementary Figure 6 ). We also found one possible mistake in the result of FGF: it identified two overlapping homologs, AK061894_chr06 and AK061894_chr06, while there is no such overlap in the result of TARGeT. Using Hsp90 (GI: 40254816) as the query to search against the human database, both FGF and TARGeT found 15 homologs (Supplementary Figure 7) .
DISCUSSION
To date, most gene family search programs can only retrieve homologs from protein sequence databases. More commonly, BLAST has been widely used to search genomic sequence databases. However, manual retrieval of homolog sequences from BLAST outputs requires a great deal of time. This is especially true for large gene or TE families. TARGeT is particularly useful if one wants to quickly retrieve and characterize gene families from DNA databases, especially when a newly sequenced genome is available. TARGeT uses a Perl program named PHI that automatically retrieves homolog sequences from BLAST outputs. In addition, TARGeT can do multiple alignment and phylogenetic analysis with the retrieved homolog sequences. Speed is another major advantage of TARGeT. As demonstrated in this report, TARGeT can routinely retrieve and characterize gene family homologs, including TEs, from plant and animal genome sequences on the order of minutes.
Although TARGeT shares similarity with homologybased TE annotation tools like RepeatMasker (62) , there are some important differences. First, instead of showing each fragmented match as RepeatMasker does, TARGeT tries to identify homologs that are long enough for phylogenetic tree estimation. A fragmented TE can be identified as long as the sum length of its fragments satisfies the MMP to the query. As such, using the same query and databases, the number of homologs identified by TARGeT is usually lower than the hit number found by RepeatMasker. Second, when there are no repeat libraries available for a particular species, RepeatMasker gives the user the option of performing a BLASTX search to annotate coding regions of TEs in the submitted sequences. In contrast, TARGeT uses a TBLASTN search to identify coding regions from the whole genomic database. Finally, RepeatMasker lacks most of the functionality that is provided by TARGET including the generation of phylogenetic tree and gene structure figures.
When used to search genomic databases, protein sequence queries can efficiently detect distantly related homologs even when their DNA sequences cannot be aligned. Based on our experience, TBLASTN can detect sequences with identities as low as 25% to the query (data not shown). Comparison of the results of TARGeT, FGF and GFScan show that TARGeT retrieved more homologs. To further improve TARGeT's ability to identify distantly related homologs, we are planning to optimize matrix and BLAST parameters (such as gap penalties).
Using multiple queries can also increase the chances of finding additional gene family homologs. TARGeT can accept multiple queries at one time. Although more Figure 8 . A rooted phylogenetic tree of predicted rice Tc1/mariner transposases. Three clades (A, B and C) are defined using the phylogenetic tree generated by Feschotte and Wessler (56) . Elements denoted by an asterisk are new transposases predicted by TARGeT. Soymar1 was used as an outgroup and the tree was rooted manually using TreeView. Bootstrap values greater than 70 are shown. than one query may hit one homolog, a unique feature of TARGeT is that it can select the one that has the best match to the homolog.
When there is too much sequence divergence between a homolog sequence and the query, the homolog may not be found by TARGeT. However, TARGeT may still provide a clue for users to find them. For most homologs where HSPs are inadequate to meet the MMP cut-off value, they may still have short matches to the query in conserved regions. In this case, the file containing the BLAST HSPs that do not meet the qualified homolog cut-off would be valuable. Inspecting this file may give users a reason why TARGeT failed to detect some homologs and help users design new queries to find additional homologs.
TARGeT uses two approaches to separate closely related gene families. Because there is no absolute similarity cut-off among genes that are within or between families, closely related gene families may be retrieved, under certain circumstances, with the target gene family. This is often the case when the query is short, such as a domain sequence. An efficient way to separate closely related gene families is using phylogenetic analysis because homologs from the same family tend to cluster on a phylogenetic tree into the same clade (Figures 6-8 ). However, it may not be obvious which clade represents the homologs of interest. In other situations, the phylogenetic relationships between the homologs may be ambiguous when the root is unknown.
To overcome these limitations, TARGeT displays the gene structure of each homolog and their sequence similarity to the queries. Because different gene families often have distinct gene structures, homologs that have high sequence similarity to the queries and also have similar gene structures can be easily identified as members of the target gene family. For example, the homologs in the shaded clade in Figure 6 have higher sequence similarity to the query sequence than the homologs in the other clade, indicating that they are APx homologs. A determination of whether TOAPx_9 and TOAPx_11 belong to the shaded clade requires the gene structure comparison provided by TARGeT ( Figure S1 ) because the (unrooted) phylogenetic tree alone does not provide sufficient information.
